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		Bellmark Consulting offers expert database and application development 
services, utilising an extensive array of technologies.

Our staff have extensive expertise in designing and building;

	Database applications
	Windows applications
	Microsoft Office plug-ins
	Access database applications
	Wireless and mobile device development 
	Some of our projects include:




RoadSync 

Roadsync is an email middleware product that enables Symbian based  telecommunication devices to synchronise email calendar and other 
 Microsoft based applications over the internet. This application is  quite clever in helping provide features to mobile phones usually only  found in PDA�s.

Cloudscape

Portable java based database that can exist in most intelligent  devices. 
Enables teams to synchronise field collected information with  office based systems.

�

You will find that our service rates outlined bellow are competitive and that we offer a guarantee on all our work.
If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with our service, we'll remedy the problem free of charge. 
Our normal rates during business hours for on-site support is $155.00 per Hour.



	
SERVICE

	
COST

	
RESPONSE TIME


	
On-Site Support*

	
$155.00 per Hour

	
Same day - 48 hours


	
Remote Support

	
$155.00 per Hour

	
Same day - 48 hours


	
After Hours Support

	
$300 per Hour

	
After hours - same day




�

All prices listed above exclude GST.
Note- * Our On-Site support is offered between 9:00am to 6:00pm Monday to Friday.
Times outside these hours are billed at AFTER HOURS SUPPORT rates.

Have you been caught out by the worm infections or viruses going around?

If you have and need the viruses removed or if you think you might be in danger, we can help.
Bellmark offers comprehensive software and systems for both the prevention and removal of 
invasive and unwanted malicious software.

�

We integrate MAC & PC

Our Melbourne wide network installation and support service offers businesses
an easy way to implement and keep their network running.

For complete piece of mind we offer a full installation service for computer hardware, 
software and network equipment. Whether you are buying an entirely new network 
or just adding PCs or peripherals, our engineers will implement network systems during 
times that are convenient to your business, including staging parts over weekends 
or after hours. 

Our network design service ensures that your network operates with maximum 
efficiency and is the most cost-effective way to connect your computers. 
There are many ways to build a network. We make sure yours is right for you and your budget. 
With the best-quality components at the best prices, you can be sure that your network will be robust 
enough to cope with even the most demanding business environment.

As businesses become more dependant on their Internet and email access, it is important that they run seamlessly and efficiently.
Bellmark Consulting can ensure that your Internet and email are properly setup and configured ensuring optimal performance and uptime.

We can offer you advice on what Internet service is best for your business, saving you time and money in the process. 
We can also help you to get your email up and running and help you through any problems that you may have.

As businesses become more dependant on their Internet and email access, it is important that they run seamlessly and efficiently. 
Bellmark Consulting can ensure that your Internet and email are properly setup and configured ensuring optimal performance and uptime.

We can offer you advice on what Internet service is best for your business, saving you time and money in the process. 
We can also help you to get your email up and running and help you through any problems that you may have. 

Your computer files are often the most important thing in your office. 
What would happen if you lost all the information stored on your computer? 

Scary thought? Well, we have uncomplicated and inexpensive plans that ensure that your data is backed up in a timely and secure manner.

Should anything ever happen to your files, we can simple recover the data. We have solutions to fit all budgets. 
Our plans are flexible and can be adjusted to suit your needs, including:

	In-house data backup procedures 
	Off-site data storage facility
	Internet based backup service


If you would like more information or to find out how we can help, contact us on;

Telephone 03 9886 9501
Email 
 This e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it
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